INSTRUCTION TO AUTHORS
4TH WCDM, Mumbai
Authors whose abstracts have been selected are requested to send in their draft papers at the earliest and also
pay up the registration fees (if they have not already done so), as email communication from organisers suggest.
Authors desirous of having their papers published in an edited volume by Springer will be required to submit a
final manuscript by 15th February 2019 and the instructions for manuscript submission are as follows:
Manuscript submission
Authors should submit their manuscripts online on easychair. Electronic submission substantially reduces the
editorial processing and reviewing times and shortens overall publication times. Your manuscript files must
follow the instructions given below:
Legal requirements
The author(s) guarantee(s) that the manuscript will not be published elsewhere in any language without the
consent of Springer, that the rights of third parties will not be violated, and that the publisher will not be held
legally responsible should there be any claims for compensation.
Authors wishing to include figures or text passages that have already been published elsewhere are required to
obtain permission from the copyright owner(s) of the material and to include evidence that such permission has
been granted when submitting their papers. Any material received without such evidence will be assumed to
originate from the authors.
Manuscript preparation
All manuscripts submitted must comply with these instructions. Failure to do so will result in the return of the
manuscript and a possible delay in publication. Manuscripts should be written so that they are intelligible to the
professional reader who is not a specialist in the particular field.
All manuscripts are subject to peer review, and accepted papers will be copy-edited. Manuscripts must be
written in English and typed in single-spacing with text size of 12 points and 2.5 cm margins on all sides; pages
should be numbered using the automatic numbering function of a word-processing program.
The manuscript should be arranged as follows:
§ Title page (including name(s) of author(s), a concise and informative title, affiliation(s) and
address(es) of the author(s), e-mail address, telephone and fax numbers of the corresponding
author.)
§ Abstract (about 250 words for an original article, a review article, and an overview article, and
about 100 words for a technical report, a case report, and notes and comments.)
§ Up to six keywords
§ Text of the paper, divided into the following sections, if appropriate: Introduction; Materials
and methods; Results; Discussion; Conclusions; Acknowledgments; References; tables; figure
legends
§ The manuscript should not exceed 5000 words (or 12 pages)- all inclusive (abstracts, main
paper and references).
§ Abbreviations should be defined at first mention in the abstract and again in the main body of the text
and used consistently thereafter.
References
The list of References should include only works that are cited in the text and that have been published or
accepted for publication. Personal communications should be mentioned only in the text. If available, the Digital
Object Identifier (DOI) can be added at the end of the reference in question.
In the text, references should be cited by author and year (e.g., Hammer 1994; Hammer and Sjöqvist 1995;
Hammer et al. 1993) and listed in alphabetical order in the reference list. If there is more than one work by the
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same author or team of authors in the same year, a, b, etc. should be added to the year both in the text and in the
list of references.
*Journal papers: name(s) and initial(s) of all authors; year; full title; journal title; volume
number; first and last page numbers
Example:
May MO, Tilman K, Wiliams R (2005) Restoration of sound ecosystems in the traditional rural
landscapes. Landscape Ecol Eng 1:3–15
If available, the DOI of the cited literature should be added at the end of the reference in question.
Example:
Das BK (2003) Environmental pollution impact on water and sediments of Kumaun lakes, Lesser
Himalaya, India: a comparative study. Environ Geol 49:230–239. DOI 10.1007/s00254-005-0077-0
A paper published online but not yet in print can be cited using the DOI.
Example:
Banai R (2005) Land resource sustainability for urban development: spatial decision support system
prototype. Environ Manage. DOI 10.1007/s00267-004-1047-0
*Single contributions in a book: name(s) and initial(s) of all authors; year; title of article;
editor(s); title of book; edition; volume number; publisher; place of publication; page
numbers
Example:
Komiyama H, Osawa T (2004) Global sustainability and the role of Asia. In: Sasaki T (ed.) Nature
and human communities, Springer, Tokyo, pp 187–216
*Book: name and initial(s) of all authors; year; title; publisher; place of publication
Example:
Bailey RG (1996) Ecosystem geography. Springer, Berlin Heidelberg New York
Tables and figures
§ All figures (photographs, graphs, or diagrams) and tables should be cited in the text, and each
should be numbered consecutively throughout with Arabic numerals.
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Tables must be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals. They should have a title
explaining any abbreviation used in that table. Footnotes to tables should be indicated by
superscript lowercase letters (or asterisks for significance values and other statistical data).

§

Illustrations must be restricted to the minimum needed to clarify the text. All figures
(photographs, graphs or diagrams) should be cited in the text and numbered consecutively
throughout. Figure parts should be identified by lowercase roman letters (a, b, etc.). If
illustrations are supplied with uppercase labeling, lowercase letters will still be used in the
figure legends and citations.

§

Figure legends must be brief, self-sufficient explanations of the illustrations. The legends
should be placed at the end of the text.

§

Files for production should be prepared following the instructions below. Files for initial
submission can be in different formats.

§

For final production, submit all figures as separate files and do not integrate them within the
text. The preferred figure formats are EPS (Encapsulated Postscript) for vector graphics
exported from a drawing program, TIFF for halftone illustrations or JPG format. EPS files
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must always contain a preview in TIFF of the figure. Microsoft PowerPoint files and
illustrations embedded in Microsoft Word documents are not acceptable. The file name should
include the figure number.
§

Line drawings. Inscriptions should be legible, with initial uppercase letters and appropriately
scaled to the size of the drawing. Scanned line drawings should be digitized with a resolution
of 800 dpi relative to the final figure size.

§

Halftone illustrations (black and white and color). Magnification should be indicated by scale
bars. For scanned halftone illustrations, a resolution of 300 dpi is usually sufficient.

§

Color illustrations will always be published in color. For online, color illustrations appear in
RGB as provided, and for printing they are converted to CMYK. Please note that colors of the
images may appear less vivid in the printed version due to the difference in the color mode.

§

Size of figures. The figures, including legends, should match either the column width (86 mm)
or the print area of 176 × 234 mm. The publisher reserves the right to reduce or enlarge
illustrations.

Electronic Supplementary Material
Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM) for a paper will be published in the electronic edition, provided the
material is submitted in electronic form together with the manuscript accepted after peer review.
ESM may consist of:
§ information that cannot be printed: animations, video clips, sound recordings (use QuickTime,
.avi, .mpeg, animated GIFs, or any other common file format)
§ information that is more convenient in electronic form: sequences, spectral data, etc.
§ large quantities of original data that relate to the paper, e.g., additional tables, large numbers of
illustrations (color and black and white), etc.
§ Legends must be brief, self-sufficient explanations of the ESM. ESM is to be numbered and referred to
as S1, S2, etc.
After acceptance for publication, ESM will be published as received from the author in the online version only.
A reference will be given in the printed version.
Offprints
Offprints can be ordered by the corresponding author.
Color illustrations
Publication of color illustrations is free of charge.
Proofreading
The purpose of the proof is to check for typesetting or conversion errors and the completeness and accuracy of
the text, tables and figures. Substantial changes in content, e.g., new results, corrected values, title and
authorship, are not allowed without the approval of the Editor.
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